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The JWST pr configuration The imaging properties of the novel optical null provide the low distortion, low alignment sensitivity and achromatic properties make it the best choice for this test application compared to other optical null choices 2 . Because the optical null includes an aspheric mirror the calibration of middle and high spatial frequency errors is of particular concern. Such parts have the potential for manufacturing and test artifacts that are not usually present in conventionally fabricated optics. The rest of the optical null is conventionally manufactured and therefore lower risk.
For the purposes of describing PM imaging, the configuration shown in Figure 2 is single pass. In other words, each surface in the ray trace is impinged only once. The single pass optical imaging performance for the system of Figure 2 is reported in Figure 3 . Here one can see that the PM is diffraction limited as has less that 1% distortion. 
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The SWFT is period sinuso transfer funct actual amplitu units must be The results show good performance (TF close to 1) at low spatial frequencies but very poor results for the mid and high spatial frequencies. This is especially true the closer the field is to on-axis. The second pass TF is essentially unity at all frequencies and fields. For double pass calibration the total measured phase error due to the asphere will be determined by the sum of the first pass and second pass transfer functions for all fields and frequencies. 
THE I-SWFT CALIBRATION CONFIGURATION
Due to the limitations of the CGH depicted above, a second auxiliary calibration optical system was developed 4 . This system uses a plano convex imaging lens between the optical null and CGH such that a pupil image is formed on the CGH and pupil imaging performance is equivalent to the test configuration. This imaged CGH (I-SWFT) configuration is depicted in Figure 8 . In order to keep cost low the I-SWFT includes an off-the-shelf lens. The CGH for the I-SWFT is smaller and less asperic than the SWFT CGH and utilizes a first order power carrier.
The I-SWFT is not considered for use as the primary calibration tool and due to its larger footprint (compared to the SWFT) would be impractical to implement for in situ calibration in the Johnson test. Instead, the planned approach is to use the I-SWFT to capture middle to high spatial frequency features of the null optics. These errors are dominated by the asphere surface that is not expected to vary over time. The low order time varying errors are captured as needed by the SWFT. 
CALIBRATION TEST RESULTS
The JWST COCOA was integrated at a Micro Automated System Group in Rochester NY. ITT Exelis personnel performed optical testing during the integration process (though the facility was not designed for this purpose). The wavefront recording instrument for the optical null is a 4D Technologies, Inc. multi-wavelength interferometer 5 . This interferometer has near-simultaneous dual wavelength capture capability. This capability allows for the dis-ambiguous determination of piston between primary mirror segments even in the presence of vibration. The two wavelength data set is analyzed as a synthetic wavelength that is determined by the difference between the two wavelengths of the two lasers yielding discrete values between 16.8 microns and 15 millimeters. Data processing of fringe images for mirror-segmentfigure and pose estimation is performed using custom software written in the MATLAB software application 6 .
The objective lens used for the test is designed to have a minimal wavefront error (as built single pass wavefront is less than 7 nm RMS) over an extended wavelength range (660-687 nm) and also provide a high resolution image of the primary mirror to the interferometer 7 .
The testing completed to date provides a baseline for the performance of the null in ambient loosely controlled environments (as opposed to the tightly controlled Johnson test). As such these tests represent a first look at the calibration tests while final performance tests are pending.
SWFT results
In this test, the SWFT calibration hologram is precisely aligned to the COCOA optical null and utilized to measure the COCOA wavefront. The CGH is rotated about the optical axis at 8 orientations to average out asymmetric error in the CGH. At each orientation a 100 frame average is acquired.
The Zernike aberration predictions are sensitive to the normalizing radius used for the fit. The SWFT CGH is designed so that there is a defined end to the diffraction pattern at the outer CGH edge that is visible in the interferometer and is mapped to the PM. In practice, the fringe modulation image was found to provide the best detail of this feature when compared to a fringe or intensity (sum of fringes) image. The three image types are depicted in Figure 9 . The SWFT CGH is very sensitive to wavelength and has a linear dependence between wavelength and spherical aberration. Spherical aberration, power and vertex distance are the parameters that determine the deviation of the as-built best fit conic PM from the nominal design. Two SWFT CGH configurations were planned for the JWST COCOA: The first for ambient air (standard pressure and temperature) and the second for vacuum. Figure 10 shows the relationship between wavelength in nanometers (nm) and the Zernike spherical aberration for the as-built null with an ambient CGH. The results are plotted for the tunable laser, a fixed offset laser (with repetitions) and the optical model prediction. The results in the previous figure are of particular interest since, although the calibration CGHs are designed to operate at the fixed wavelength (the primary laser in the interferometer being non-tunable), it has subsequently been discovered that the primary laser wavelength varies considerably more than expected. Thus a choice is to be made between operating with a considerable wavelength bias or using the secondary tunable laser for calibration. In the latter case there is less bias (fewer fringes) but the 4D acquisition software as not designed to work in the mode so data taken is more cumbersome and time consuming.
The following wavefront analysis is considered with coma, tilt, power and spherical aberrations removed. Coma and tilt are dependent on the alignment of the CGH to the optical null (and controlled to limit these errors to tens of nanometers). Power and spherical aberration are booked in the the radius and conic error budget and considered separately from PM figure error. A wavefront map of the 100 frame average eight orientation test is shown in Figure 11 . The total wavefront error in the as-built null optics is 83 nm RMS and is dominated by mirror mount trefoil, asphere test artifacts and marks from small tool manufacturing. The masked annulus in the map is due to a thin fiducial line on the CGH surface. Distortion mapping at the CGH significantly broadens this feature in the interferometer.
Note that there is little sign of assembly contributors to the as-built wavefront error of the optical null. As noted earlier, the optical null design is very insensitive to alignment. Further, due to the stringent stability requirements of some of the JWST tests, the entire optical null structure is design for minimal thermal expansion. There is some temperature sensitivity in the interferometer with respect to astigmatism. In general, the interferometer drives the temperature operating range requirements. The wavefront is spatially filtered into low spatial frequencies (LF), mid spatial frequencies (MF) and high spatial frequencies (HF) as depicted in figure 12. Here one can see mirror mount distortion dominating the low spatial frequency map and component test artifacts dominating the mid spatial frequency map. The component test for the asphere was performed with a partial aperture CGH at multiple orientations. Stitching artifacts from this process are now permanent features of the asphere that will not vary during the test. Despite the limitations of the imaging properties of this test, the asphere tooling artifacts are easily visible in the high spatial frequency map (these same features are visible in the part print provided by the asphere manufacturer, as are the stitching artifacts).
There is good agreement between the tunable laser measured wavefront and fixed laser measured wavefront. This is demonstrated by analysis of eight orientation data sets where the tunable laser data (tuned to the CGH design wavelength, see figure 10 ) and fixed laser data were captured simultaneously. The CGH was positioned so that power and spherical aberration were minimized for the tunable laser. In this case there is a 1420 nm RMS power and spherical bias on the fixed laser data. In this condition the difference between the two measurements for all other wavefront error contributors is 7 nm RMS (including coma). 
I-SWFT Results
The I-SWFT was conducted after the initial SWFT was completed. The I-SWFT procedures were more difficult to perform than those for the SWFT. The primary difficulty was that the refractive index melt data for the off-the-shelf lens had a significant error. This resulted in an improper mapping of the null optic wavefront onto the CGH and a corresponding increase in high order spherical aberration. To counter this, the test wavelength and lens to CGH spacing were adjusted to reduce the as-tested wavefront. The mount design (intended primary for the SWFT) made alignment difficult and large temperature variations in the test environment (sometimes greater that 10 degrees Celsius per day) resulted in drift in the the measurements (the I-SWFT uses a low cost aluminum structure to space the lens to the CGH).
The results for an eight orientation 100 frame average test are depicted in Figure 13 . Here the results are filtered by spatial frequency as in Figure 12 . At a glance the CGH and I-SWFT data is in good agreement. As shown in figure 14 , the difference map of the CGH minus I-SWFT is dominated by spherical aberration in the mid and low spatial frequencies. There are small differences in the high spatial frequency map. The form of these differences is such that the features grow more distinct toward the optical axis, as might be expected given the Talbot imaging analysis. Analysis of the difference in the high spatial frequency content of the two tests is on-going. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper the two wavefront calibration tests are utilized to verify the low and mid/high spatial frequency performance of the JWST PM optical null test system is described. The test results to date are presented. Initial results are promising but limited by temperature variations that substantially exceeded the operating requirements of the interferometer. Further tests in air and vacuum are on-going at Marshall Space Flight Center. Further analysis against test uncertainty requirements will be deferred until these tests are complete. 
